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Abstract: Automated Vehicles (AVs) are under development to reduce traffic accidents to a great
extent. Therefore, safety will play a pivotal role to determine their social acceptability. Despite the
fast development of AVs technologies, related accidents can occur even in an ideal environment.
Therefore, measures to prevent traffic accidents in advance are essential. This study implemented a
traffic accident context analysis based on the Deep Neural Network (DNNs) technique to design a
Preventive Automated Driving System (PADS). The DNN-based analysis reveals that when a traffic
accident occurs, the offender’s injury can be predicted with 85% accuracy and the victim’s case with
67%. In addition, to find out factors that decide the degree of injury to the offender and victim,
a random forest analysis was implemented. The vehicle type and speed were identified as the most
important factors to decide the degree of injury of the offender, while the importance for the victim is
ordered by speed, time of day, vehicle type, and day of the week. The PADS proposed in this study is
expected not only to contribute to improve the safety of AVs, but to prevent accidents in advance.

Keywords: preventive automated driving system; automated vehicle; traffic accidents; deep
neural networks

1. Introduction

Amid an active discussion of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, Automated Vehicles (AVs) are
expected to play an important role in leading the Fourth Industrial Revolution. AVs are defined
as vehicles capable of navigating, controlling, and avoiding risk partly or totally without human
assistance [1]. According to the Society of Automotive Engineering [2], AVs can be categorized
into six levels, ranging from none auto-system (SAE level 0) to full auto-system (SAE level 5).
Human intervention is minimized from SAE level 3 and driverless driving is possible at level 5.
With such features as driving safety improvement, increase in convenience and mobility [3,4], AVs are
highly evaluated as key future mobility of reducing traffic accidents. The benefits mentioned above will
be accomplished when AVs fully take root. However, some researches have indicated that the public
still expresses a low level of acceptance for AVs [5–7]. It is mainly attributed to AVs traffic accidents
arisen during the test driving by Google, Uber, etc. In particular, a fatal pedestrian accident involving
Uber has been at the forefront of ethical controversy over AVs. Neither of the types of traditional
ethics (deontology, utilitarianism) fit in well to provide a proper answer to this accident, nor the
trolley dilemma excuse is unsuitable [8–10]. In response, the AVs guidelines, including provisions
of preventive design and safety, were issued in Germany and the United States [11,12]. Specifically,
German AV ethics guidelines state that “Automated and connected technology should prevent accidents
wherever this is practically possible” in its fifth clause. In addition, various studies emphasized that
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trust in AVs is the most important determinant to accept AVs for their mobility, and that the trust is
decided by perceived safety risk, compatibility, and system quality [13–15].

To respond to the prevention of potential AVs related accidents, this study proposes Preventive
Automated Driving System (PADS) of using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)-based traffic accident
context analysis. The study conducts experiments to identify key features affecting traffic accidents
caused by unpredictable conditions such as black ice, sink-hall, centerline crossing, and so on.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews studies on the effects of AVs and various traffic
accident cases, and examines deep learning applications used in transportation research. Section 3
introduces methods to collect and process traffic accident data. In Section 4, we introduce how to
build an optimal DNNs algorithm for forecasting the severity of accident injuries and extract factors
causing accidents. Section 5 validates the important factors extracted in Section 4 by using a random
forest-based machine-learning algorithm. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of
empirical findings and derives future researches and implications related to preventive AVs.

2. Literature Review

2.1. AVs Introduction Impacts

It is important to estimate AV’s impacts on traffic because it is inevitable that AVs will be mixed
with human driving vehicles (HVs) in road traffic. With AV’s Market Penetration Rate (MPR) growing,
the positive effects can become bigger in congested conditions [16]. Most studies have been conducted
quantitatively using a microscopic simulation software, VISSIM: A Leksandra Deluka Tibljaš et al. [17]
designed a rotary interchange and evaluated safety in a mixed traffic condition. Yan Wang et al. [18]
confirmed that AVs introduction not only kept Level of Service (LOS) higher, but also improved
safety at signaled intersections. However, when MPR reached over 50%, a negative impact began to
appear with a growing traffic delay [19]. Lee at al. [20] also identified that the maneuvering of AVs
should be properly controlled by various traffic and road conditions because the driving behavior of
HVs is affected by the aggressiveness of AVs. Some studies have mentioned that AVs contribute to
decrease traffic accidents (collision) and delays [21]. Kolarova et al. [22] conducted an online survey for
analyzing the potential changes in the Value of Travel Time Savings (VTTS). It is shown for commuting
trips that AVs reduce 41% of VTTS on average compared to HVs. For leisure or shopping trips,
no significant changes in the VTTS were found. Tscharaktschiew & Evangelinos [23] investigated the
impact of the transition in automated driving capabilities (driving mode choice) on road congestion
pricing and vice versa, accounting for the interdependencies between traffic flow, the chosen level of
autonomous driving, effective road capacity and marginal travel cost. The result suggested that when
inconveniences related to autonomous driving are sufficiently high, the imposition of congestion tolls
may lead to a situation where drivers abandon autonomous technologies entirely and opt instead for
fully manual driving, not the generally expected positive effects.

2.2. AVs Cognition Survey

Along with AVs impact studies, several AVs-related cognition surveys have been conducted.
Most cognition studies used surveys, confirming that preference towards AVs was higher for men
than for women [24] and higher for the younger generation than for the older [25]. According to
Nordhoff et al. [26], most people think that impacts of AVs appear to be positive, but responded that
AVs safety benefit needs to be experimentally verified [27]. Moreover, Im et al. [28] analyzed web
articles and comments about AVs using text mining techniques, showing that the number of reports
that include AVs as a keyword increased, and there are more negative views than positive views.
Specifically, the articles and comments with negative views discussed AVs ethics, traffic accidents,
and the problem of sudden unintended acceleration.
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2.3. AVs Traffic Accidents and Derived AVs Ethics

We reviewed AVs traffic accidents researches and AVs ethics issues for building the design of
preventive AVs. Hong et al. [29] & Yang et al. [30] classified types of AVs accident as follows: the negligence
of the drivers, accidents due to mechanical defects, malfunction of S/W, and accidents caused by information
error, hacking, weather, etc. In the case of the steadily rising trolley dilemma problem [31], doubts were
brought up as to whether the trolley dilemma could apply to AVs. They suggested that deriving accident
algorithms to respond to it could be misleading [32]. Bae & Lee [33] approached decision-making
criteria for the protection priority in accident situations. They proposed two solutions: to enforce
them by law and to leave them to the AVs Artificial Intelligence (AI) system itself. In regards to
setting them on AVs AI system, Gogoll & Müller [7] discussed differences between Mandatory Ethics
Setting (MES), considering society as a whole and Personal Ethics Setting (PES) considering individual
interests. For the accident in an ideal condition, Goodall [34] proposed ethical collision algorithms,
and Fleetwood [35] discussed Germany’s AVs ethics guidelines and main ethical topics.

2.4. Deep Learning Application in Transportation Area

There exist many transportation prediction studies using deep learning technologies. These can
be bisected into two categories: prediction of either traffic flow or traffic accidents. First, studies of
forecasting traffic flow compare proposed model performance to traditional classical algorithms [36–39].
Particularly, the Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) model is compared with Statistically Adjusted
Engineering (SAE), Radial Basis Function (RBF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Auto Regressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model, and DNNs is compared with Random Forest, a kind of
machine learning model. Traffic accident prediction studies were carried out using Social Network
Service data (Twitter) using Deep Belief Network (DBN) & LSTM [40]. For real-time accident detection,
Chen et al. [41] analyzed the accident impact using GPS-based vehicle data. They used Stack Denoise
Autoencoder (SDA), which is more effective to detect accident risk than the traditional models.

Furthermore, as rapid progress is made nowadays in AVs technology, backed by advances in
the areas of deep learning and AI, various studies about AVs using AI have been implemented.
Especially as AVs requires an accurate perception of surrounding environments to operate reliably,
most studies are related to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). That is why object detection is
a fundamental function of AVs systems, including camera sensor (2D), Lidar (3D), radar, GPS, etc.
Among them, 3D object detection for AVs studies have been carried out recently, and a new methodology
(combining or extension) has been proposed. For instance, Li, P., et al. [42] proposed the Stereo
R-CNN for 3D object detection as Faster Regions with CNN (Faster R-CNN) for stereo inputs
extending to detect objects simultaneously with images on the left and right. The experiments on
the challenging KITTI dataset show that their method outperforms the state-of-the-art stereo-based
method (Stereo R-CNN) around 30% AP on both 3D detection and 3D localization tasks. Also,
Chen, S., et al. [43] developed a CNN–LSTM based on prior knowledge and temporal information for
AVs driving. The proposed algorithm was found to be approximately 85% accurate in mimicking
human drivers. Zeng, W., et al. [44] proposed the Deep Structured Self-Driving Networks (DSDNet),
which performs object detection, motion prediction, and motion planning with a single neural network.
The algorithm showed that it has outperformed the state-of-the-art method (DSDNet) on several
challenging datasets in general. Existing AVs datasets are limited in the scale and variation of the
environments they capture, even though generalization within and between operating regions is
crucial to the overall viability of the technology. In response, Sun, P., et al. [45] conducted the study
based on the vast amount of real data it owned as a leading group in the study of AVs. This study
is based on actual AVs data, and presents a large-scale multimodal camera-LiDAR dataset that is
significantly larger, higher quality, and more geographically diverse than any other existing similar
dataset. In addition, Djuric, N., et al. [46] introduced a deep learning-based approach that takes into
account a current world state and produces raster images of each actor’s vicinity for presenting an
effective solution to a critical part of the AVs problem. The method first rasterizes actor contexts,
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followed by training CNNs to use the resulting raster images to predict the actor’s short-term trajectory
and the corresponding uncertainty. Also, they tested the framework (system), which was deployed to
a fleet of AVs.

2.5. Summary

In summary, diverse studies had been conducted about the traffic impacts of AVs. Most studies
verified that when AVs are introduced, LOS, speed, and road volume (capacity) are improved and
traffic accidents decreased even in a condition of mixed traffic with HVs. Also, cognition studies on
AVs social acceptability were carried out. In addition, AI is actively being applied and developed in
various ways for AVs. There have been various studies such as AVs control study based on CNNs,
End-to-End, traffic volume forecasting based on DNN-Based Traffic Flow prediction (DNN-BTF),
and short traffic flow prediction using LSTM.

Although studies about AVs introduction and acceptance surveys have been actively delved into,
it is found that there exist limitations in building the foundation for commercialization. In addition,
researches on legal and ethical issues on AVs traffic accidents have been carries out from various
perspectives, but opinions have been continuously raised whether it is appropriate to answer all
the ethical issues related with AVs traffic accidents as pre-conditions of the commercialization.
Similarly, most AVs technology researches have gradually advanced to study related to the technology
supplementation of themselves, but the researches related with the prevention of AVs traffic accidents
have been found insufficient. Therefore, as proposed in the German and U.S. ethics guidelines and
NVIDIA report [47], this study aims to lay the foundation for the design of the PADS using AI as a way
to prevent AVs traffic accidents in advance.

3. Methodology

DNNs we intend to use in this study are a kind of Artificial Neural Network, consisting of the
input layer, the output layer, and the hidden layers in between. DNNs are capable of modeling complex
non-linear relationships, such as common artificial neural networks, with the ability to express basic
elements in hierarchical configurations and the added layers to converge the characteristics of lower
layers. In addition, regardless of continuous or categorical variables, non-linear combinations between
input variables are easy to analyze, and automatic feature extraction reduces the hassle of variable
selection. These features are used in the study to extract ambient situation information factors, such as
weather information, external factors, etc. [39].

Traffic accidents are issues directly related to human life, and it is believed that legal and ethical
problems will be inevitable in the event of an accident by learning and predicting inaccurate content.
Thus, the German Ethics Guidelines for AVs stated that they should be designed to prevent accidents
in advance and that they allow the use of AI technology to improve safety. Therefore, it is considered
that the top priority is to learn how to prevent accidents by recognizing accident situations in advance
as a solution to traffic accidents of AVs, and in this study, DNN, which has higher predictability than
conventional machine learning algorithms, is to be used.

3.1. Data Collecting & Pre-Process

The data used for this study was from the accident data of Seoul city collected from 2017 to 2018.
The main dataset is Traffic Accident Analysis System (TAAS) [48] data provided by The Road Traffic
Authority (KoROAD). The information on traffic accident conditions in TAAS can be obtained in the
form of Excel data on the TAAS website. However, it was necessary to extract the location information
(coordinates) of an accident to identify the traffic situation information such as several lanes, speed, etc.
during the traffic accident in detail. So, we crawled location coordinates data from TAAS to merge
link attributes with traffic accident condition data. The crawled data include location coordinates,
accident number, date of the accident, day of the accident, the content of accident, the number of deaths,
the number of severe injuries, the number of light injuries, the number of wounded, accident type,
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violation of the law, road conditions, weather, road type, offender information, and victim information
(see Table 1).

Table 1. Crawled Traffic Accident Analysis System (TAAS) data.

Class Feature Class Feature Class Feature

A_NO Accident
Assignment Number WO_NO The number of

Wounded O_sex Offender Sex

Date Date of
Accident(YY/MM/DD) A_type Accident Type O_age Offender Age

Day of the
week Day of Accident V_Law Violation of Law O_injury Offender injury

degree
A_fact Content of Accident R_con Road Conditions V_car Victim Car
D_NO The number of Death W_con Weather V_sex Victim Sex

SI_NO The number of
Severe injuries R_type Road Type V_age Victim Age

LI_NO The number of light
injuries O_car Offender Car V_injury Victim injury

degree

However, TAAS has a limitation in that it does not provide data on traffic environment such
as the number of lanes and speed, etc. Accordingly, we used Transport Operation & Information
Service (TOPIS) [49] from the Seoul city and Korea Transport DataBase (KTDB) [50] provided by
MOLIT to get the traffic environment data of each node & link. The link speed data were drawn from
TOPIS (See Table 2), and the data on the number of lanes were extracted from KTDB (node-link data).
TOPIS and KTDB data were obtained and utilized in Excel form from the above-mentioned sites.

Table 2. Sample of TOPIS speed data.

Date Day of the Week Link ID Road Type
Time

1 2 3

20180601 Fri. 1080012200 Minor arterial road 44.6 27.88 51.79
20180601 Fri. 1080012800 Minor arterial road 17.73 24.32 24.67
20180601 Fri. 1080012700 Minor arterial road 23.15 29.9 32.56
20180601 Fri. 1080012100 Minor arterial road 47.88 40.4 44.29
20180601 Fri. 1230024700 Other road 21.62 21.17 27.13
20180601 Fri. 1230019500 Other road 30.59 28.86 30.7

TOPIS provides link speed data only on minor arterial roads, but not on collector roads. Thus,
we utilized KTDB to get the data for collector roads. The data on speed and number of lanes were
merged based on the TAAS coordinate system, and we used the 1-h data for the learning.

After the collection, we refined the data for the analysis. We excluded X, Y coordinates, local
area name, and accident number from the dataset because they are only useful for merging purposes.
Also, the data on the number of casualties such as the number of deaths, severe injuries, etc. were
excluded because they are deemed unsuitable for this study which aims to prevent accidents in
advance. When checking the basic statistics of the data, it was found that the number of accidents
was appeared constant in monthly and daily bases. Also, the seasonality that we wanted to check in
monthly accidents seems to be well reflected in the “weather” factor; likewise for the “day” factor
reflected by the “day of the week” factor. Therefore, we only used the time and the day of the week
data in the analysis.

Since TOPIS data do not include speed data under the minor arterial road level, 10 to 20 km/h,
which is the average speed in Seoul, was allocated for the empty data cells. Finally, a total of 77,000
pre-processed data were used, with 38,625 cases in 2017 and 38,796 cases in 2018.
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3.2. Learning Process

The purpose of this study is to prevent AVs-related accidents in advance by learning from the
accident analysis of HVs. The dependent variables adopted for offender and victim identically consist
of 5 different degrees of injuries such as death, serious injury, injury, minor injury, and no injury.
Traffic accidents do not always consist of two parties, the offender and the victim. Sometimes there
exists only one party case. For instance, when only vehicle damage is occurred with no human
casualties (only one party), there exist only offenders. These cases also are incorporated into the
learning process. The independent variables accounting for the seriousness of the injuries consist of
road conditions, weather, road shape, number of lanes, and link speed (See Table 3). The learning was
implemented by adding new factors such as time (T), day of the week (D), vehicle type of offender &
victim (C), and violation of the law (L) in a step-by-step manner.

Table 3. Basic Data Variable Setting for Learning.

Feature Class Categorical Variable

Offender injury degree Output Layer 1~6
Victim injury degree Output Layer 1~8
Road Condition (RC) Input Layer 1~5

Weather (W) Input Layer 1~5
Road shape (S) Input Layer 1~4

Number of Lane (L) Input Layer 0~5
Link Speed (Sp) Input Layer 1~6

4. Design of Optimal Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)

This chapter proposes an optimal DNNs for more accurate traffic accident prediction. The process
of optimizing the model consists of three steps: setting up the data range—epoch—and hidden layers.

4.1. Environment on Building Algorithm

This study intends to produce an optimal model of accident prediction based on the
backpropagation algorithm [51] and SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) optimizer of the Tensorflow
and Keras libraries [52,53]. The ratio of training and testing data was set at 8:2. It used the dropout of
randomly skipping a certain amount between nodes in weight update for minimizing an overfitting.
We experimentally confirmed that the highest prediction was achieved where the dropout value was
set at 0.2. Also, we used ReLU (Rectified Linear Unit) function [54] to prevent gradient vanishing when
using the Sigmoid function [55]. The batch size was set to 64 for stable learning.

4.2. Learning Data Range for Building optimal DNNs

First, we performed DNNs using 2017, 2018, and 2017–2018 integrated data. For extracting optimal
data range suited to the model, we set up the default model (RC, W, S, L, Sp; 1O set, which are only
external factors) and simulated the degree of injury to the offender and victim as output. The prediction
results show that the predicted accuracy of the degree of injury to the offender is over 80%. Also,
it appeared that the 2018 data’s prediction accuracy was higher by about 0.1–2.0% than the 2017 data,
and the 2017–2018 integrated data was more accurate by about 0.5–1.5% than the 2018 data. The degree
of injury to the victim showed about 60–65% accuracy, and prediction based on the integrated data
was found more accurate by 0.5–2.5% than 2017, 2018 data. Therefore, we decide to implement the
simulation by using the 2017–2018 integrated data set (See Table 4 & Figure 1).
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Table 4. Offender/Victim Injuries Accuracy by datasets.

Feature

DATA

Offender Victim

2017 2018 2017–2018 2017 2018 2017–2018

1OSet 80.80 81.20 81.16 57.99 59.89 61.05
1OSet + T 80.60 81.80 81.32 57.22 59.41 61.21
1OSet + D 80.16 80.82 80.85 58.79 59.51 60.75

1OSet + T + D 79.98 82.00 80.93 58.55 59.77 60.92
1OSet + C 82.26 83.96 84.02 64.12 65.36 66.46
1OSet + L 81.22 80.77 81.41 58.86 59.41 60.67

1OSet + T + D + C 81.52 82.88 81.89 64.16 65.12 66.43
1OSet + T + D + L 80.89 81.08 84.12 58.11 60.26 62.75

1OSet + C + L 83.04 83.15 84.38 64.07 65.01 65.83
All data 83.37 82.74 84.15 62.92 65.56 65.98Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 15 
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4.3. Learning Data Epoch for Building Optimal DNNs

Second, we performed DNNs by varying epoch, a state where one learning is completed for
the entire data set within the network. When the epoch is set up on a large scale, training can cause
overfitting, resulting in less accuracy in testing, verification, and application of new data. So, the step
equally simulated one step (data range) process for extracting optimal data epoch. We set up epoch in
five divisions of 100 units and simulated the degree of injury to the offender and victim as output. It is
confirmed that the highest accuracy was achieved in both offender and victim at 100 epochs. The result
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suggests that the higher epoch was set up, the lower accuracy was shown due to overfitting. Therefore,
we will simulate the study by setting 2017–2018 integrated data and 100 epochs (See Table 5).

Table 5. Offender/Victim Injuries Accuracy by Epoch.

Feature

Epoch

Offender Victim

100 200 300 400 500 100 200 300 400 500

1OSet 81.16 81.02 80.89 81.13 81.17 61.05 60.55 60.87 90.13 60.75
1OSet + T 81.32 81.20 81.22 80.98 81.25 61.21 61.13 60.75 60.81 60.92
1OSet + D 80.85 80.80 80.90 80.01 80.57 60.75 60.43 61.21 60.84 61.33

1OSet + T + D 80.93 80.77 80.89 80.65 80.91 60.92 60.88 60.13 60.74 60.27
1OSet + C 84.02 83.70 83.52 83.78 83.97 66.60 65.43 64.79 66.60 65.98
1OSet + L 81.41 81.50 81.13 80.87 80.15 60.67 59.70 60.12 60.45 60.33

1OSet + T + D + C 81.89 81.73 81.51 81.27 81.55 66.43 65.47 66.11 65.87 65.90
1OSet + T + D + L 84.12 83.96 83.87 83.17 84.03 62.75 61.72 62.70 62.13 62.60

1OSet + C + L 84.38 84.27 84.29 84.02 84.30 65.83 64.98 65.74 65.10 65.33
All data 84.15 84.05 83.79 83.98 84.03 65.98 64.80 64.93 65.77 65.68

4.4. Setting the Hidden Layers Building Optimal DNNs

Third, we performed DNNs by setting the hidden layers and the number of nodes. The complexity
of neural networks is determined by these two settings. It is important to set up the optimal node and
hidden layers suitable to the model because model overfitting might occur and lead to poor learning.
So, this means that the hidden layers and the number of nodes should be set up to suit this model.

For obtaining the optimal level of hidden layers and nodes, we tried to learn based on 1O Set.
However, the results showed that the learning was not done properly due to a shortage in the number
of features in 1O Set. Thus, we extracted a hidden layer based on “all data” which contained a default
feature and new factors (Time, Day, Car of offender & victim, violation of Law).

Consequently, the prediction accuracy of injury to the offender was observed to be mostly higher
than 84%, and the highest accuracy was 84.15% with (256,128,64,64) nodes in the hidden layers.
The prediction accuracy of injury to the victim reached mostly higher than 64%, and the highest
accuracy was 65.93% with (256,128,64,64) nodes in hidden layers as well. It suggests that the optimal
hidden layers about traffic accident prediction is (256,128,64,64), which deduced output value to
the converging process. Therefore, we will simulate the study by setting 2017–2018 integrated data,
100 epochs, and (256,128,64,64) hidden layers(See Figure 2 & Table 6).

Table 6. Offender/Victim Injuries Accuracy by Hidden Layers.

The Number of Nodes in Hidden Layer
Accuracy

Offender Victim

(256,256,128,64) 84.10 64.21
(256,128,128,64) 83.97 65.02
(256,128,64,64) 4.15 65.93
(256,128,64,32) 84.06 64.38
(128,128,64,64) 83.87 64.50
(128,128,64,32) 84.08 64.32
(128,64,64,32) 84.05 64.25

(128,64,64) 83.91 64.24
(128,64,32) 83.82 64.21
(64,64,64) 84.12 64.31
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5. Result

5.1. Extracting Traffic Accidents Context Fatures

Learning based on the optimization model was carried out to identify factors affecting the degree
of offender injury. As shown in Table 7 and Figure 4, the 1O set, which only uses external factors,
showed 81.16% prediction accuracy. It means that more than 80% of the injury to the offender can be
predicted using external factors only. In addition, 84% prediction accuracy was achieved on the degree
of injuries if additional factors of the vehicle were applied to the 1O set, and 84.38% accuracy was
confirmed when the vehicle type and the violation of the law were taken into consideration. As with
offender factors, 61.05% accuracy was confirmed for the victim’s injury when using external factors
only. In addition, 66.46% of accuracy was observed in predicting victim’s injuries when vehicle type
was added to 1O Set and 64.43% accuracy when adding time and day factors along with the vehicle type.

As a result of the analysis of the degree of injury of the offender, high accuracy is confirmed when
the vehicle type and the violation of the law are added to the speed, the external factor. In addition,
when the time, day, and vehicle types are set as additional factors in addition to external factors,
high accuracy is achieved in the analysis of the victim’s injury. The time series and vehicle type are
considered to be the main factors in determining the victim’s injury (See Table 7 & Figure 3).

Following the learning through the optimization model, we identified specific features that
determine the degree of traffic accident injury. Based on the analysis through DNN learning, a random
forest feature importance analysis is performed, which is a machine learning technique, to confirm
factors more accurately. As a result, the main factors of injuring offenders were identified in the order of
“Vehicle Type, Speed, Time, and Day of the week”, and those of the victims were in the order of “Speed,
Time, Victim Vehicle Type, and Day of the Week”. It was found that the factors that determine the
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degree of injury to the offender and the victim are similar. However, for the offender, the vehicle type
is found more critical, while for the victim, the link speed is identified as more important (See Table 8
& Figure 4).

Table 7. Offender/Victim Injuries Prediction Accuracy using optimal DNNs model.

Feature
Accuracy

Offender Victim

1OSet 81.16 61.05
1OSet + T 81.32 61.21
1OSet + D 80.85 60.75

1OSet + T + D 80.93 60.92
1OSet + C 84.02 66.46
1OSet + L 81.41 60.67

1OSet + T + D + C 81.89 66.43
1OSet + T + D + L 84.12 62.75

1OSet + C + L 84.38 65.83
All data 84.15 65.98
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Table 8. Result of Importance Analysis for Traffic Accident Factors.

Feature Accuracy

Offender
Factors

Offender
Vehicle

Type (29.8)

Speed
(18.9) Time (15.5) Day of the

Week (9.4)

Violation
of the Law

(7.2)

Number of
Lane (6.6)

Victim
Vehicle

Type (6.1)

Road
Shape
(3.6)

Weather
(1.6)

Road
Condition

(1.4)

Victim
Factors

Speed
(22.5)

Time
(18.4)

Victim
Vehicle

Type (12.9)

Day of the
Week (10.9)

Offender
Vehicle

Type (29.8)

Number of
Lane (6.6)

Violation
of the Law

(7.2)

Road
Shape
(3.6)

Weather
(1.6)

Road
Condition

(1.4)
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5.2. Additional Consideration

Although the main factors determining the degree of offender and victim injury were identified
with this study, it is necessary to find out why there exist the differences in accuracy between the
two, notwithstanding the same dataset were used for the analysis. It is because the principal cause of
injury to the offender is the vehicle type whose data was originated from the TAAS that requires no
data correction, but the cause of injury to the victim (speed) is the data obtained from the TOPIS data
that entail a lot of missing values (see Section 3.1). It is judged that the difference in the factors that
determine the injury occurred in the original data (TAAS & TOPIS), lead to the differences in accuracy.
However, the accuracy derived from this analysis is higher than that of existing statistics-based traffic
accident prediction models (Poisson regression model, negative binomial regression model, etc. [56–59].
This is judged to be meaningful, as car accidents can be prevented in advance by predicting traffic
accident injuries through DNN learning.

6. Conclusions

Automated Vehicles are under the spotlight as an alternative to diminishing traffic accidents.
However, AVs accidents that occurred during several test drives led to worry about AVs safety.
When AVs are commercialized and mixed with human driving vehicles, AVs-related accidents can
occur even under ideal conditions. In order to solve this problem, studies on AVs ethics have been
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conducted, but it was difficult to obtain an adequate answer. So, Germany and the United States issued
AVs ethical guidelines emphasizing the prevention of traffic accidents. This study analyzed the traffic
accident data based on DNNs to propose preventive measures for AVs accidents.

For the analysis of traffic accidents, we preprocessed TAAS, standard node-link data, and TOPIS
data. In the DNNs analysis, the input layer consists of external factors and additional factors, and the
output layer was set to the degree of injuries for both offenders & victims. Also, to construct the
optimal hidden layers, we controlled the learning data range, the epoch, and the number of nodes
in the hidden layers. For the analysis, we conducted learning by adding input factors incrementally.
The results show that in the offender case, 81% of prediction accuracy was achieved when only external
factors were considered, while the accuracy increased to 85% when factors such as violation of law
and vehicle types are added to the analysis. In the victim case, the prediction accuracy remained
at 61% with external factors only, but the accuracy increased to 67% when additional factors were
taken into consideration. The main reason determining about 20% prediction accuracy deviation
between offender and victim comes from the level of data accuracy of the key injury determinant
between offender and victim. The offender’s degree of injury is largely determined by the type of
vehicle, which did not require the data collection. On the other hand, the speed which affected the
degree of victim injury most were from the merged data of TOPIS and TAAS with many missing
data. The analysis revealed that factors such as vehicle type, time, and day were found important in
determining the degree of injury. In addition, a random forest importance analysis identified that the
injury determinants of the offender were ordered vehicle type, speed, time, and day, while those of
victims were speed, time, vehicle type, and day.

As discussed, vehicle type and speed were identified as the main factors of determining injury,
respectively. Accordingly, in the future, we plan to conduct researches that can more accurately
prevent accidents by recognizing vehicle types using the CNNs (YOLO, etc.) technique, and that can
predict the degree of injury according to speed or suggesting an appropriate vehicle safety distance.
Also, future study will apply a developed methodology (Meta AI etc.) using updated traffic accident
data. However, since data from HVs were utilized to develop preventive measures for AVs accidents,
there is a limit to directly apply the results to AVs. Nevertheless, since the analysis focused on external
factors (such as weather, road conditions, road types, etc.) that are difficult to control even AVs, it is
expected that they will be used as basic data for analyzing the impact of external factors related to
traffic accidents related to AVs in the future. Future study is needed to analyze traffic accidents by
using data on the causes (e.g., weather, body defects, etc.) of AVs accidents as input values.
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